
LVK Discoveries Are Important for the Entire Community

• LVK is the discovery engine for most 
multi-messenger work


• EM observers, theorists, nuclear physicists, etc 
all directly benefit from LVK discoveries

Figure 2. Timeline of the discovery of GW170817, GRB 170817A, SSS17a/AT 2017gfo, and the follow-up observations are shown by messenger and wavelength
relative to the time tc of the gravitational-wave event. Two types of information are shown for each band/messenger. First, the shaded dashes represent the times when
information was reported in a GCN Circular. The names of the relevant instruments, facilities, or observing teams are collected at the beginning of the row. Second,
representative observations (see Table 1) in each band are shown as solid circles with their areas approximately scaled by brightness; the solid lines indicate when the
source was detectable by at least one telescope. Magni!cation insets give a picture of the !rst detections in the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, optical, X-ray, and
radio bands. They are respectively illustrated by the combined spectrogram of the signals received by LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-Livingston (see Section 2.1), the
Fermi-GBM and INTEGRAL/SPI-ACS lightcurves matched in time resolution and phase (see Section 2.2), 1 5!!!1 5 postage stamps extracted from the initial six
observations of SSS17a/AT 2017gfo and four early spectra taken with the SALT (at tc!+!1.2 days; Buckley et al. 2017; McCully et al. 2017b), ESO-NTT (at
tc!+!1.4 days; Smartt et al. 2017), the SOAR 4 m telescope (at tc!+!1.4 days; Nicholl et al. 2017d), and ESO-VLT-XShooter (at tc!+!2.4 days; Smartt et al. 2017) as
described in Section 2.3, and the !rst X-ray and radio detections of the same source by Chandra (see Section 3.3) and JVLA (see Section 3.4). In order to show
representative spectral energy distributions, each spectrum is normalized to its maximum and shifted arbitrarily along the linear y-axis (no absolute scale). The high
background in the SALT spectrum below !4500!Å prevents the identi!cation of spectral features in this band (for details McCully et al. 2017b).
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Outside Discoveries Are Important for LVK

• Some of the most interesting GW results are from combining with non-LVK 
data (EOS, H0, r-process enrichment, etc)


• Discoveries independent from GW data can drive GW instrumentation and 
observing strategy


• A broad community of scientists can advocate for GW science



NSF/NASA Highlight Multi-Messenger Astronomy

• “Windows on the Universe” is one of ten NSF “Big 
Ideas” for the decade


• Multi-messenger astronomy is one of three major 
themes for the decade


• Following Astronomy Decadal Report, NASA is 
strongly supporting Time Domain and Multi-
Messenger Astrophysics (TDAMM)


• Two NASA Mid-Ex concepts selected for Phase A 
are related to MMA (STAR-X and UVEX)


• Currently significant excitement and funding support



Substantial Chance No Counterpart in 1 year of O4

• No counterparts in 1 year of O3


• O4 sensitivity will help some


• Combining sensitivities, rates, NS mass distributions, expected KN luminosities, observing constraints, 
there is a ~30% chance there will be no EM counterpart in one year of O4


• High-mass binaries should have faint KNe


• Fraction of sky behind Sun or Milky Way


• Rate constraints not great, and significant probability it is low


• O5 sensitivity does not help (much) – at O4 sensitivity, we are already at roughly the horizon where KNe 
are easily detectable


• Likelihood of detection increases from ~70% to ~90% and 95% in 1.5 and 2 years, respectively

D. Chatterjee



Gap Between Discoveries Could be a Decade
If no discovery in O4…

• GW170817 is already >5 years ago, an entire PhD duration and multiple postdocs


• O5 is scheduled to start in 2026 (and every observing run has slipped 
substantially) – and improved sensitivity doesn’t help much for counterparts


• Junior scientists are betting their careers on O4 – no detection will likely result in a 
loss of talent and disrupt lives


• Telescope and funding proposals will have a harder time being approved


• Funding could shift to other fields


• Many key areas of GW science would stagnate



Broad Community Support Will Help Future GW Work
If we can discover a counterpart…

• More discoveries will build our broad community of GW, EM, nuclear, and 
particle physicists (theory and experimentalists)


• Will inspire those outside these communities to support this science


• There will be more good will for future detectors (e.g., Cosmic Explorer)


• Chances of GW-focused NSF facilities and NASA missions being funded 
increase



Recommendation
https://tinyurl.com/O4positive – Sign letter of support

• Scheduling is complex and requires balancing many different factors


• Some lead times are extremely long


• I do not know all of the factors that go into the LVK schedule 

• Run O4 as planned


• If there are no counterparts at the end of O4, continue to run until one is discovered*


• Commit to this plan now 

• (*) A completely open-ended commitment is probably impractical, but there are ways to make a solid 
commitment


• (*) A decision on run duration will likely need to be made before the 1-year mark

https://tinyurl.com/O4positive

